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Note on an equation in a finite field

Our intention is to use our results on the conjugacy olasses of the finite
unitary groups [t] in order to prove the following result. Let 8" : GI(q')
denote the finite field with q" elements (g : power of a prime).

Theorem. .Lef a be q + I or q5 + L. Then the number of uecto'rs

(r, A, z) such that

(l) n" + Y" I z":0,

where r,y,z are linearly'i,ncleltend'ent elements o./ 8o ooer $, equal,s

qs(q * l)'(s - lXqo - 1) .

X'rom this we can derive a new proof of the following fact' (tr'or the
general result see [2].)

Corollary. The nurnber of uectors (r,g,") such that (l) is true for u:
q + | or qE + ' o*rnu" t 

rr"*"; ,;';":'r:i:;:':r' 
equats

Thus the statement: »In every solution of (1) with ryz I 0, x, a, z

are necessarily linearly independent over $r» is true if ancl onlv if q : 2.

Proof of the theorem. Let p be a prirnitive element of 8r. Ptrt

" 
: g'*-' and r;: rq'i (i - 0, L,2; ro: t). Then the zls are the

conjugates of z with respect to 8, and we have

(2) rql : :.it .

Clearly r; * ri for i fj. ff we write

f(t) : (t - q)(t - rr)(t - rz) ,

then /(f) is an irreducihle polynomial over 8r. Let fQ) : ts * atz *
bt I a. Write lQ'):;-r 1ZF + btz + at a y, where for # € 8o rve 1:ut
i: rq'. (Note that if o € Br, then i: rs.) Now (2) easily implies.

ffi : i@. Let M : A(il e ()L(3, q2) be the companion rnatrix of /.
Then we know fI] ttlat M is similar to a unitary nratrix and the number
y(tu[) (see [1]) is
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s0, su)

"(L,f):q'-r'
Hence the number of non-singular matrices X with elements in 3, such
that

(3) XMX-I e Ug, qz)

equals (see [r])
(4) (q'- t) u(3,q2): qs(q * r),(q - I)(qu - t) .

We now go up to the field 3u. W" can find a matrix P with elements
i, 8u such that

P-IMP : diag (rs, 11, rz) : D .

Since the column vectors of P are eigenvectors of M belonging to the
distinct eigenvalues r; we may &ssunle them to be conjugate over 8r.

Suppose now that I is a non-singular matrix with elenrents in 8u
such that

(5) yDY-r e U$, q2) .

X'rom the results of [1] ib follows that Y*Y must be diagonal, i.e., if
Y: (yti), then 2 y,iytr: o, for .j + t,. Also, if we rnultiply each

column vector by a:lritable element of 80, then rye get a l:ratrix in u,hich
the column vectors are conjugate over .$.r.

But this is easily seen to hold also converselv, i.e., if I- satisfies these
conditions, then (5) is true.

Denote by S the number solutions of (1) with a and n, !/, z as required
in the theorem. I'et m, y, z be an arbitrary solution. Consider the matrix

l* nr ,r\II
ly ur y, 

l.
\z ?L ,r/

where fi; : aeai (i : 1.2) etc. ft is non-singular, because fr, U, z are
linearly independent over 3, lf a : I _f 

l, we have

nrz I AUz * zz2: 0

and raising this to the q5-th porv:r we have

rr1*Ahlz4:0.
If a: q5 + I, we get the same results. So we see that the total number
of diffelent non-singular matrices y u,ith conjugate column vectors
satisfying (5) is equal to §.
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Suppose now that X is a non-singular matrix with elements in 8,
satisfying (3). Then Y : XP is a matrix with elements in 8u arid

conjugate column vectors satisfying (5).

Conversely, by using the eigenvector argurnent again, it is easy to see

that if I is a non-singular matrix rvith elements in $u and with conjugate
column vectors, then X : YP-r has its elernents i, B, and satisfies (3).

Hence § is equal to the expression (a) and this proves the theorem.

Proot of the Corollary Suppose that (1) is valid for a: q * | or

qE + l, t,A,z are linearly dependent over 8, and ryz 10. Write
ny

l.l,--ZrU:7 We may assutlle that a, - q + l, othenn'ise \,r'e raise (1)

to the q-t,h

(6)

rvhere %, u,

'l'hen

power. W'e have

1fi+t+p!l-t+1=::0,

I are linearly d"ependent o\rer 8r. Clearly we may assume

ttU + 1) ot+r -l- bc un -1- bc'u -F cA + 1 -_ 0 ,

tbi + l) t;e'-'t' + ic tr' + bZ uq' + cc,+ 1 == 0

,l[, -ba{c, b,o€8,

Ifi =-

Multiplying these, using (6), and then raising the equation to the polver

Q, g2, Qs, respectively, we get, the follorvirtg system of equations

buq +- c

(7)

(8)

Consider here iO 1t, ic.bi.cc * t as inrletertninates. Then the deter-
minant of (7) is

If a Q 82, then us'-r - L + () an<l thtrs (8) does not vanish. Hence

OU + I : cc + I : b6, -- 0, lvhich is irnpossible. So rve must have 'tL,

a e ifa'
Write (6) in the forrn

ql+L__(1 +ur-r).

We can take a to be any one of tlne qz 1 elelnerrts of 3, except those

q f I which make qll'tr - - l. For each tt we have q +' I possible z's.
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So the total number of linearly dependent solutions of (6) is (q I \2
(q - Z). Multiplying this by qu - 1 we get the corresponding number for
the equation (l). From this the Corollary follows.
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